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REEDS SPRING R-IV SCHOOL DISTRICT COMPLETES
FIRST YEAR

• Reduce energy
cost between 20%
and 42%.
• Continuous training eliminate
costly maintenance contracts.
• Quickly identify
heating and air
conditioning service issues.
• Free annual verification of CTC
system operation.
• If we cannot help
you, we will tell
you who can, we
promise.
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Just over a year ago, Reeds
Spring R-IV installed our Computerized Temperature Control
(CTC) systems in their seven
buildings. The energy use and
cost were monitored. The first
year total savings was $204,141.
The savings pays the CTC system investment back in less
than five years.
In addition to our CTC systems
the district replaced much of the
hot/chilled water system in the
vocational school. The CTC systems and repairs at the vocational school were financed for
twenty years. The CTC system
dollar savings paid the payment
for both the CTC systems and
vocational repairs and provided
$50,000 additional cash flow.
Unlike other systems, the CTC
system monitors itself and the
controlled heating and air conditioning equipment. If a problem
develops, the CTC system notifies the district and they are
trained to make repairs, eliminating any maintenance contracts. Maintenance people are
trained every year. CTC system
operation and repair training is
always free.

REEDS SPRING HIGH SCHOOL
We removed several operating
Direct Digital Control (DDC)
and Night Set Back (NSB) systems and replaced them with
our CTC systems. Tony Haupert, Director of Maintenance,
stated “The EPM CTC systems
are easy to use and have corrected the many problems related to the DDC and NSB systems. My CTC systems even tell
me when custodians are not
changing their filters regularly.”
Mike Mason, Superintendent,
monitors the utility cost and
comfort of the seven facilities.
Mr. Mason stated “Comfort complaints from teachers have almost disappeared, especially in
the High School where they
were most numerous.”
We can help you, contact us.

www.epmctc.com
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What Makes EPM’s CTC System Different From Others
Any conscientious person is
able to operate, maintain
and repair our Computerized Temperature Control
(CTC) system. I realized
this over a quarter of a century ago and developed not
only our first CTC
system, but also developed the installation, operation, service and training
protocols.
If a conscientious
building custodian
wants to be responsible for our CTC system, we
can provide not only the
CTC system, but also the

training and engineering
backup so he or she can. I
also felt no rural school or
company should buy anything that could not be
maintained locally.
With
the two goals, we developed
our CTC system.

and repair their CTC systems. Regional annual recurrent training is provided at
no cost. We also train new
system operators and maintenance personnel. All training
is free and spare parts kits
are provided each customer.

Now a quarter of a century later, we have installed over a thousand
pieces of our CTC systems and have met
these goals. None of
our customers has a
maintenance contract
for our CTC systems. All
Customers
have
been
trained to operate, maintain

Our customer list is on our
website. Call them and let
them tell you their stories
and about our 24-7 free telephone customer support and
alarm program.
No other
control company does this.
We are in it for the long haul.

ben@epmctc.com

Jim’s Engineer Corner – Avoid Expensive Problems
We install our Computerized Temperature Control
(CTC) in many different
Buildings. Most have common heating and air conditioning problems.
The most common problem
is the building owner is using the wrong type air filter.
In many cases the wrong filter can cause expensive
heating and air conditioning
equipment failures.
With very few exceptions
commercial heating and air
conditioning equipment require quality commercial
grade filters. However, because of cost most have been
replace with common residential grade filters.

The residential filters allow
blames failing heating and
much of the dirt and lint to
air conditioning equipment
pass. When the dirt and lint
for problems.
pass through the cheaper filHowever, problems
ters,
it
is
are caused by the
“Then as
trapped on the
inability of the fan
finned heating predicted by the
to move air, comcontractor
or cooling coil.
pressors to transfer
compressors,
Lint and dirt furnaces, boilers cooling or furnaces
trapped in coils
to transfer heat.
and fan motors
limit the transbegin to fail.”
This year alone, we
fer of heat, coolhave found hundreds of
ing and dehumidification
pieces of heating and air
from the coil. The building
conditioning equipment with
gradually becomes cold in
the wrong filters. The cost
the winter and hot and huto clean up the equipment
mid in the summer. The
and prevent failures has
change from comfortable to
been staggering. We can
uncomfortable is gradual
help you avoid this
and can take several years.
Many times the heating and
.jim@epmctc.com
air conditioning contractor
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CJ’s Service Corner-New Decontrol Notification
Some customers with the
SBD-2590 version of our
Computerized Temperature
Control (CTC) system are
beginning to notice a possibly annoying feature on the
display of your computer.
The Grey and Orange
icon is placed on the upper part of your computer screen display. If
you have a freezer, air conditioner or alarm turned off,
the icon will flash on and off
twice a second. This will
continue until the alarm or
the equipment is recontrolled.

Over the past several years
several of our customers
have had losses related to
freezers or heating and air
conditioning equipment or
alarms that have been disabled or decontrolled.

In all instances, the alarms
or equipment were disabled
or decontrolled because the
computer detected problems
with the mechanical equipment and the repairs would
not be done until later.

A few times, after the mechanical equipment was repaired, the customer forgot
to enable the alarm or
equipment . Sometime later
the equipment again failed
and the CTC system could
not notify either the
customer or us.
Hopefully, it is annoying enough that alarms
are enabled and your CTC
system can detect the small
problems before they become costly.
I can help
small problems stay small.

croe@epmctc.

Ben III’s CTC Network and Internet Corner
Alarms from your Computerized Temperature Control
(CTC) systems are your security blanket. The CTC
system alarm notifies you
and us if there are problems
with your CTC, heating, air
conditioning or refrigeration
systems. In short, it allows
you to correct small problems before they become expensive big problems.
To notify everyone of the
alarms, your CTC system
must access your network
and the Internet. Some of
you have made changes either in your networks or
Internet connections. These
changes prevent your CTC
system from notifying every-

one of alarms or accessing it
response to alarms generover the Internet.
ated by your CTC.
We would like to
Feel free to call
“…. changes or
remind everyone
us for help inupgrades to your
when it is time to
volving
netmake network or
work
and
network and
Internet changes,
Internet conInternet could be
don’t forget about
figuration
your CTC system.
changes, netdisastrous.”
Not
including
work planning,
your CTC system in the
or even just simple checkplanning and ultimately the
outs.
checkout of changes or upYou should force your CTC
grades to your network and
system to do a “test call” to
Internet could be disastrous.
our service desk at least
It is important the CTC sysonce a month. Together we
tem notify you and EPM via
can solve problems detected
email of any alarms and alby the alarm monitoring
low the our emergency reprogram. I can help you
sponse to call up your CTC
with the test call.
system as part of the normal
bt3@epmctc.com
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Rick’s Corner-Will Our CTC System Work For You
Our Computerized Temperature Control (CTC) system reduce utility cost between 15%
and 42%. However, the “BIG
QUESTION” is our CTC system a good fit for your building.
About one in three buildings
we survey are a good fit for
our CTC system. This means
our CTC system will either
provide a reasonable payback, make the lease payments and then some, correct
equipment operating or comfort problems or all the above.
The $64,000 questions is how
do we both “get from here to
there.”
Over the past thirty years we

developed a relative painless
process to evaluate the appropriateness of our CTC
system in your facility. The
process starts with an interview to determine your
needs and expectations. If
we feel we can satisfy them,
we offer you a quick analysis, the SHORTSHEET.
The SHORTSHEET provides a snapshot range of
savings and CTC system
cost. It is reviewed with
you. If the savings and cost
range is acceptable we offer
the complete ENGINEERING.
The ENGINEERING requires a complete evaluation

of the facility, mechanical
equipment, maintenance/
custodial staff and management. It provides the worstcase savings and final CTC
system installed cost.
During the preparation of the
ENGINEERING, you visit a
CTC system installation.
Only after completing the
process is our CTC system offered to you.
Our CTC system is an engineering solution to an engineering problem, not a sales
solution to an engineering
problem. Need more information.

rick@epmctc.com

